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Simon Crocker                                                                                              10th March 2020 
Melbourn Parish Council 
High Street  
Melbourn 
Royston  
Herts 
 
Dear Simon 
                     Following our meeting, I have got some prices for you as listed below 
 
1/ Footpath at bowls club, spray of the weeds first, supply woodchip to the whole length of the path,  supply 

& install a timber edging at the recreation ground end of the path to retain the woodchip from getting out on 
to the grass. We would cut back the ivy at one end to widen the pathway 
Total £730.00 x Vat  
 
2/ Replace the section of damaged fence at the neighboring property. As we saw this is due to one of your 

trees falling on their fence, the trees/rubbish needs cutting back hard first to avoid it happening again 
allowing us to install the fence.  
All old materials will be removed from site 
Total £840.00 x Vat 

 
3/ Worcester Way 

 
a/ Repair 240m length of chainlink fencing we looked at, there are 9 areas to repair. We would have to cut 

back a fair bit of growth to allow us to do the repairs first. On closer inspection it is not vandalism, it is the 
weight of the growth from the trees/shrubs that has pulled the fencing over. This has encouraged people to 
use it as a pathway to the fields. Once the areas were cut back we would supply new chainlink fencing & 
straining wires & install it accordingly. 
Total for these works £1420.00 x Vat 
 
b/ Replace the length of closeboard fencing at the far end boundary of the woodland, we would remove all of 

the old fencing from site, clear the fallen tree across the boundary. Supply & install fencing as required 
Total £1840.00 x Vat 

 

c/ Replace section of post & rail fencing on the edge of the grass/woodland on the green area. We would 

remove all the old fencing from site & replace with like for like 
Total £440.00 x Vat  
 

Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me 
 

I would strongly recommend that the entire length of the chainlink fence on outside boundary is cut back 
hard on both sides of the fence. Quite a big job I know but it will save the fence for many years over the long 
term. Happy to meet with council if required 

 
Kind Regards  

 
Justin Willmott (Director) 
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